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In traditional load flow calculation, only three types of buses, PQ, PV, and Vh, are generally specified. To 
accommodate the integration of new kinds of power equipment and flexible load flow control facilities,
extra bus types are needed in load flow model. The load flow model incorporated with all possible bus 
types is named as bus-type extended load flow (BELF) for short in this paper. Both Newton–Raphson 
and decoupled BELF solutions are developed. An important problem for BELF is its solvability, which is 
carefully studied and topology-based criteria are proposed to ascertain BELF’s solvability. Numerical tests 
are carried out to verify the convergence of the BELF solution and the correctness of the proposed solv- 
ability criteria.
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1. Introduction 

Load flow calculation is a basic function in power system anal- 
ysis. It is widely used in security analysis, optimal power flow, and 
some other network analysis applications . Although the study on 
load flow calculation algorithms have a long history [1–4], some 
techniques pertaining to special load flows, such as ill-conditioned 
load flows [5,6] and distribut ion network load flows [7–10], are 
still being actively researched. It is noticed that more and more 
new types of electrical equipment, such as distributed generators 
(DGs) and flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) components 
are being installed in power systems. It is improper to model all 
these new types of electrical equipme nt as traditional PQ or PV
buses in load flow calculation. On the other hand, introduce extra 
bus types can make the load flow model to be more confirmed to 
the performanc e of new control facilities such as bus voltage con- 
trol, external network merging and voltage stability analysis.

There are some published papers on modeling new types of 
equipment by introducing extra bus types, including DGs [11,12],
static volt-ampere reactive (VAR) compensator s [13], unified
power flow controlle rs [14–16], and other FACTS equipment 
[17,18]. A current-b ased modeling technique of the FACTS devices 
in load flow calculation is proposed in paper [19–21]. On the other 
hand, for load flow control, there are also several researches in- 
clude extra bus types to achieve their respective control objective,
instead of solving an optimization problem. For example, Refs.
[22,23] introduce PQV and P buses, thus an effective method for 
bus voltage control has been developed, PQV and P buses are also 
introduced for static voltage stability analysis in [24].
Although load flow calculatio ns including extra bus types have 
been studied for specified purposes, there are still some important 
problems to be solved for this bus type extended load flow (BELF).
This first one is how to formulate a BELF with various bus types 
and its solution. The second one is how to evaluate the solvability 
of BELF, because improper combination of bus types may lead to its 
insolvabil ity.

The main work of this paper is to provide a systematic study on 
BELF. An important contributi on of this paper is analysis the solv- 
ability problem for BELF, and very efficient topology-based solv- 
ability criteria are given. The content of this paper is organized 
as follows: The BELF model is presented and all the possible bus 
types are given in Section 2. Newton–Raphson and fast decoupled 
solutions are briefly introduce d in Section 3. The solvability prob- 
lem is discussed and topology-based solvability criteria are given 
in Section 4. In Section 5, extensive numerica l tests have been done 
to verify the convergence of BELF and the solvabilit y criteria.
2. Model 

Load flow calculatio n is based on bus voltage equation, thus for 
each bus, four electric variables are generally considered : P, Q, V,
and h. Each variable among them may be known or unknown, thus 
there are 16 possible bus types under all conditions. All the 16 bus 
types are named accordin g to their known variables, and are listed 
in Table 1. The traditional bus types are highlighted in grey.

The selection of bus types depends on practical needs. Tradi- 
tional, PQ buses are used to model loads or generators without 
voltage control ability, and PV buses are used to model generators 
with voltage control ability. By the developmen t of flexible load 
flow control and new types of electric equipment, more and more 
extra bus types will be introduced in the load flow model. In fact,
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Table 1
All possible bus types .

‘‘
p

’’ = known, ‘‘–’’ = unknown.

Table 2
Four bus types in P-sub iteration.

Bus type indexes P h Examples 

1
p

– P, PQ, PV, PQV
2 – – 0, Q, V, QV
3

p p
Ph, PQh, PVh, PQVh

4 –
p

h, Qh, Vh, QVh
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many of them have been used, such as PQV buses, P buses, PQVh
buses and 0 buses.

The load flow equation s consideri ng all possible bus types can 
be formulated as:

DPi ¼ Psp 
i � Vi

X
j2i

V iðGij cos hij þ Bij sin hijÞ ¼ 0 i 2 NP

DQ i ¼ Q sp 
i � Vi

X
j2i

V iðGij sin hij � Bij cos hijÞ ¼ 0 i 2 NQ

DVi ¼ Vsp 
i � Vi ¼ 0 i 2 NV

Dhi ¼ hsp 
i � hi ¼ 0 i 2 Nh

ð1Þ

where NP, NQ, NV, and Nh are the bus sets, whose respective P, Q, V,
and h are specified. The superscript sp indicate s the specified value.
In polar coordinat es, V and h are normally used as state variables,
and the latter two equations are not necessary. Thus, load flow
equations can be written as:

DPi ¼ Psp 
i � Vi

X
j2i

V iðGij cos hij þ Bij sin hijÞ ¼ 0i 2 NP

DQ i ¼ Q sp 
i � Vi

X
j2i

V iðGij sin hij � Bij cos hijÞ ¼ 0i 2 NQ

ð2Þ

The existence of each bus type depends on whether its P and Q
are specified. In BELF NP includes all the eight bus types with P
specified (P, Ph, PV, PVh, PQ, PQh, PQV and PQVh) as listed in Table
1 while NP only include the PQ and PV buses in the conventi onal 
load flow. The connotation for NQ is similar.

3. Solution 

3.1. Newton–Raphson solution 

BELF can be viewed as an extension of ordinary load flow, and 
hence its solution can be derived directly from the solution of or- 
dinary load flow, while the extra bus types should be considered 
properly. The correction equation of Newton–Raphson method is:

J
Dh

DV

� �
¼

DP
DQ

� �
ð3Þ
where J is the Jacobian matrix used in the Newto n metho d (which
should be a square matrix). It should be noticed that the following 
necessary conditio n should be satisfied to make the load flow prob- 
lem solvable.

Conditio n 1. nP + nQ + nV + nh = 2N, where nP, nQ, nV, and nh are the 
numbers of buses whose P, Q, V, and h are specified, and N is the 
total number of buses.

Condition 1 means that the number of known variables in a load 
flow problem should be equal to that of unknown variables.

The Newton–Raphson correctio n Eq. (3) can be further ex- 
pressed as:

JPh JPV

JQh JQV

" #
DhNh

DVNV

" #
¼

DPNP

DQ NQ

" #
ð4Þ

where

JPh ¼
@P
@h

; JPV ¼
@P
@V

; JQh ¼
@Q
@h

; JQV ¼
@Q
@V

ð5Þ

DPNP is the vector of active power unbalan ce for the buses in NP,
DQ NQ

is the vector of reactive power unbalance for the buses in 
NQ. DhNh

is the vector of bus voltage angle correct ion for the buses 
beside Nh, and DVNV

is the vector of bus voltage amplitude correc- 
tion for the buses besides NV. In (5), JPh is a nP � ðn� nhÞ matrix:

JPh;ði;jÞ ¼
@DPi

@hj
¼
�V2

i BiiþVi

X
j2i

V jðGij sinhij�Bij coshijÞ i¼ j

V iVjðGij sinhij�Bij coshijÞ i–j

8<: i2NP ;jRNh ð6Þ



Fig. 1. An example for solvability.
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The expression of JPV, JPh and JQV are similar with JPh. Using the 
conventional Newton–Raphson iteration procedure and the correct 
equation described in (4), load flow problem can be solved.

3.2. Fast decoupled solution 

The correction equation s of fast decoupled solutions are:

� B0Dh ¼ DP=V
� B00DV ¼ DQ=V

ð7Þ

where the matrices B0 and B00 are the constan t coefficient matrices 
in the P-sub iteration and Q-sub iteration, respective ly. Similarly,
following necessary conditio n should be satisfied for solvabil- 
ity.Condition 2 nP þ nh ¼ N, nQ þ nV ¼ N.

The P-sub iteration is used to demonstrat e the proposed meth- 
od. Since the P-sub iteration involves only P and h, all buses can be 
divided into four types, according to their P and h are known or not.
These bus types are listed in Table 2.

By reordering all the buses according to the bus types of Table 2,
the P–h correction equation including all types of buses can be 
rewritten as:

�

B011 B012 B013 B014

B021 B022 B023 B024

B031 B032 B033 B034

B041 B042 B043 B044

26664
37775

Dh1

Dh2

Dh3

Dh4

26664
37775 ¼

DP1=V1

DP2=V2

DP3=V3

DP4=V4

26664
37775 ð8Þ

The subscripts represent the bus type indices of Table 2.
For type 2 and type 4 buses, their P are unknown, thus DP2 and

DP4 are unavailable. The corresponding P-equations should be 
removed. For type 3 and 4 buses, their h are specified, thus Dh3

and Dh4 need not be calculated and can be removed. So (8) can 
be simplified to:

�
B011 B012

B031 B032

" #
Dh1

Dh2

� �
¼

DP1=V1

DP3=V3

� �
ð9Þ

Similarly, the four bus types in the Q-sub iteration are given in 
Table 3, and the Q–V correction equation is as follows:

�
B1100 B0012

B0031 B0032

" #
DV1

DV2

� �
¼

DQ 1=V1

DQ 3=V3

� �
ð10Þ
4. Solvability 

For traditional load flow, it has been proved solvable under nor- 
mal operation conditions. However , the form of load flow equa- 
tions in BELF has changed and its solvability cannot be 
guaranteed any more since the including of extra bus types.
Fig. 1 can be used to illustrate the solvabilit y problem in BELF.

In Fig. 1, buses 1 and 2 are PQVh buses, bus 3 is a PQ bus, and 
buses 4 and 5 are 0 buses (without any specified quantities). It 
can be easily found that this load flow problem satisfies necessary 
Condition 1 and Condition 2. One finds that it is impossible to 
Table 3
Four bus types in Q-sub iteration.

Bus type indexes Q V Examples 

1
p

– Q, PQ, Qh, PQh
2 – – 0, P, h, Ph
3

p p
QV, PQV, QVh, PQVh

4 –
p

V, Vh, PV, PVh
calculate the load flow in branches 3–4 and 3–5 because there 
are no specified quantities at buses 4 and 5. Hence, the load flow
problem for the network of Fig. 1 is unsolvable.

Instead of checking the rank of the high dimension coefficient
matrix, convenient criteria which directly based on topology are 
given in the following part of this paper.

Criterion 1. The number of type 2 buses is equal to the number of 
type 3 buses, and there exists at least one path connecting each 
type 2 bus to a type 3 bus. If all these paths are disjoint and 
without type 4 buses, the P-sub iteration of Eq. (9) will be solvable.
P-sub iteration of Eq. (9) is used to illustrate and prove this 
solvable criterion. In P-sub iteration, P and h on type 2 bus are both 
specified, and on type 3 bus are both unknown. The unknown 
variables should be equal to specified variables in load flow model,
thus the number of type 2 buses should be equal to type 3 buses.
An induction proof for this criterion is as follows.

The P-sub iteration of Eq. (9) is solvable if the coefficient matrix 
in Eq. (9) has full rank. By eliminati ng the B031 sub matrix in Eq. (9),
the correctio n equation becomes:

�
B011 B012

0 eB032

" #
Dh1

Dh2

� �
¼

DP1=V1

DeP3

" #
ð11Þ

whereeB032 ¼ B032 � B031B0�1
11 B012;

DeP3 ¼ DP3=V3 � B031B0�1
11 DP1=V1

ð12Þ

B011 is the coefficient matrix of the P–h correction equation for ordin- 
ary load flow, which is well known to be non-singul ar. So the P-sub
iteration is solvable only if the eB032 sub matrix has full rank. Assume 
that the number of type 2 buses is equal to type 3 buses, and denote 
this number by m:

(1) Suppose that m = 1. If there is generally no direct physical 
branch connecting a type 2 bus with a type 3 bus, B032 in
(12) will equal to zero. The topologic al implication of Gauss- 
ian eliminati on is the buses connected with a certain bus 
will be directly connected by an injection branch after this 
bus is eliminated [25]. Assume that Criterion 1 is satisfied,
it means that there will exist such an injection branch 
between the types 2 and 3 buses after all the type 1 buses 
on the path have been eliminated. Thus �B031B�10

11 B012–0.
Therefore the scalar eB032–0, and the P-sub iteration will be 
solvable.

(2) Suppose that m = k. Then, B032 and eB032 in Eq. (11) are k-
dimensional. When Criterion 1 is satisfied, eB032 has full rank,
and the P-sub iteration is solvable.

(3) We now verify the case m = k + 1. When m = k + 1, the P–h
correction Eq. (9) can be expanded as follows:



Fig. 2. IEEE 14-bus system.
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�
B011 B012 B0120

B031 B032 B0320

B0301 B0302 B03020

264
375 Dh1

Dh2

Dh20

264
375 ¼ DP1=V1

DP3=V3

DP30=V30

264
375 ð13Þ

The subscript s 20 and 30 represent the additional types 2 and 3
buses beyond the case m = k of step 2. By eliminating the type 3
buses (k buses) and type 30 bus (1 bus) from Eq. (13), the following 
equation can be obtained:

�
B011 B012 B0120

0 eB032
eB0320

0 0 eB03020
2664

3775
Dh1

Dh2

Dh20

264
375 ¼ DP1=V1

DeP3

DeP30

264
375 ð14Þ
Table 4
Test results of IEEE 14-bus system for solvability criterion.

Case 
indexes 

Bus type adjustment Iteration no.
(NR/FDLF)

Solvability by 
criterion 

1 13, 14: PQ bus ? PQVh buses 2, 3: PV
bus ? 0 buses 

– Unsolvable 

2 13, 14: PQ bus ? PQVh buses 3/7 Solvable 
6, 8: PV bus ? 0 buses 

3 5: PQ bus ? Q bus 13: PQ bus ? PQh
bus 

5/6 Solvable 

8: PV bus ? P bus 4: PQ bus ? PQV bus 

4 2: PV bus ? P bus 11: PQ bus ? PQVh
bus 3: PV bus ? V bus 

4/7 Solvable 

5 1: Vh bus ? Ph bus 2: PV bus ? QV bus 4/6 Solvable 
8: PV bus ? QV bus 7: PQ bus ? Ph bus 

6 1: Vh bus ? Ph bus 10: PQ bus ? QV
bus 

– Unsolvable 

8: PV bus ? QV bus 9: PQ bus ? Ph bus 

7 1: Vh bus ? Ph bus 2: PV bus ? QV bus 5/8 Solvable 
3: PV bus ? P bus 4: PQ bus ? PQV bus 
5: PQ bus ? PQV bus 6: PV bus ? P bus 
7: PQ bus ? PQV bus 8: PV bus ? P bus 
9: PQ bus ? P bus 10: PQ bus ? P bus 
11: PQ bus ? PQV bus 12: PQ
bus ? PQV bus 
13: PQ bus ? P bus 14: PQ bus ? PQV
bus 
whereeB032 ¼ B032 � B031B0�1
11 B012

eB 03020 ¼ B03020 � B0301B0�1
11 B0120 � eB0302eB0�1

32 
eB0320 ð15Þ

In step 2, it is assumed that eB032 has full rank. Hence, to deter- 
mine whether the coefficient matrix of (14) is singular, it suffices
to check whether or not eB03020–0.

If B03020 in Eq. (13) is equal to zero. The following two cases must 
be considered :

(a) If there originally exists a path between buses 20 and 30 that
satisfies Criterion 1, then �B0301B0�1

11 B0120–0. Hence eB03020–0.
(b) After eliminating all type 1 buses, if there exists a branch 

between the type 20 bus and a type 3 bus, eB0320–0. At the 
same time, if there exists another branch between the type 
30 bus and a type 2 bus, eB0302–0. Since Criterion 1 is satisfied,eB0320 and eB0302 should both be nonzero. Since eB032 has full rank,
�eB0

302
eB0�1

32
eB0320–0, and again eB03020–0.

Thus, the P-sub iteration will be solvable, and Criterion 1 is 
sufficient.

The necessity of Criterion 1 can be proved in a similar way. And 
Criterion 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition.

Similarly , for Q-sub iteration, all buses can be classified into the 
four types listed in Table 3, and the criteria for the solvability of the 
Q-sub iteration is as follows:

Criteria 2. The number of type 2 buses is equal to the number of 
type 3 buses, and there exists at least one path connecting each 
type 2 bus to a type 3 bus. If all these paths are disjoint and 
without type 4 buses, the Q-sub iteration of Eq. (11) will be 
solvable.

The analysis above is based on fast decoupled solution. In fact, it 
is well known that the coefficient matrix in fast decoupled load 
flow solution is an approximat ion of the Jacobian matrix used in 
Newton–Raphson solution, so these solvability criteria can also 
be used in Newton–Raphson solution approximat ely.
Effective paths for Criterion 1
(P-sub iteration)

Effective paths for Criterion 2
(Q-sub iteration)

Criterion 
correctness 

– Correct 

8 ? 7 ? 9 ? 14 8 ? 7 ? 9 ? 14 Correct 
6 ? 13 6 ? 13 

5 ? 6 ? 13 8 ? 7 ? 4 Correct 

2 ? 4 ? 7 ? 9 ? 11 3 ? 4 ? 7 ? 9 ? 11 Correct 

2 ? 1 1 ? 2 Correct 
8 ? 7 7 ? 8

– Correct 

2 ? 1 1 ? 2 Correct 
3 ? 4
6 ? 5
8 ? 7
9 ? 14 
10 ? 11

13 ? 12



(a) Newton-Raphson method 

(b) FDLF method 
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Fig. 3. Convergence curves for the solvable cases in the IEEE 14-bus system.

Fig. 4. IEEE 30-bus system.
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Generally speaking, not all BELF problems can be solvable. How- 
ever, in most practical applicati ons, such as modeling new kinds of 
power equipment or load flow control, unconventiona l bus types 
are usually concentrated in terms of electrical distance, which 
makes it easy to satisfy Criteria 1 and 2.

5. Numerical tests 

To verify the solvability criteria introduce d in this paper,
numerical tests were conducte d on IEEE 14-bus, 30-bus and 118- 
bus systems. The converge nce thresholds for all load flow calcula- 
tions were set as 0.0001 p.u.

5.1. IEEE 14-bus system 

The IEEE 14-bus system is shown in Fig. 2. The original bus 
types in the IEEE 14-bus system are as follows: bus 1 is a Vh bus,
buses 2, 3, 6, and 8 are PV buses, and the remaining buses are PQ
buses. The Vh and PV buses are denoted by generato r icons in Fig. 2.

In what follows, two different cases are designed and studied in 
detail to verify the criteria for solvability.

Case 1: buses 2 and 3 are changed to 0-type buses, and buses 13 
and 14 are changed to PQVh buses. According to Criteria 1 and 2,
two disjoint paths between the PQVh buses and 0 buses are re- 
quired to guarantee solvability. To satisfy Criterion 1, these paths 
must exclude Vh buses (type 4 buses in the P-sub iteration), and 
to satisfy Criterion 2, they must exclude PV buses and Vh buses
(type 4 buses in the Q-sub iteration). Since Criteria 1 and 2 should 
be both satisfied, the two disjoint paths between the PQVh buses
and 0 buses should not include any PV buses or Vh buses. As 
Fig. 2 indicates, any path connecting a PQVh bus (13 or 14) and a
0 bus (2 or 3) must contain bus 6 or 9. Since bus 6 is a PV bus, there 
is no pair of disjoint paths between PQVh buses and 0 buses that 
excludes PV buses. Hence, this problem is unsolvabl e according 
to the proposed criteria.

To verify this conclusion, the matrix eB0032 ¼ B0032 � B0031B00�1
11 B0012 in

the Q-sub iteration is calculated from actual data. As with the ma- 
trix eB032 defined in (11), the Q-sub iteration will be solvable only if 
the matrix eB0032 has full rank. By direct calculation, the eB0032 matrix in 
this case is:



Table 5
Test results of IEEE 30-bus system for solvabilit y criterion.

Case 
indexes 

Bus type adjustment Iteration no.
(NR/FDLF)

Solvability by 
criterion 

Effective paths for Criterion 1
(P-sub iteration)

Effective paths for Criterion 2
(Q-sub iteration)

Criterion 
correctness 

1 15: PQ bus ? PQV buses 10: PQ
bus ? PQVh bus 

4/6 Solvable 8 ? 6 ? 10 8 ? 6 ? 10 Correct 

13: PV bus ? P bus 8 PV bus ? 0
bus 

13 ? 12 ? 15 

2 1: Vh ? h bus 5: PV bus ? Ph bus 4/7 Solvable 8 ? 6 ? 7 ? 5 1 ? 3 ? 4 ? 12 Correct 
8: PV bus ? V bus 12: PQ
bus ? PQV bus 

5 ? 7 ? 6 ? 28 ? 27 ? 30 

30: PQ bus ? PQV bus 

3 1: Vh ? h bus 5: PV bus ? Ph bus – Unsolvable – – Correct 
8: PV bus ? V bus 29: PQ
bus ? PQV bus 
30: PQ bus ? PQV bus 

4 1: Vh ? h bus 10: PQ bus ? PQV
bus 

4/7 Solvable – 1 ? 3 ? 4 ? 6 ? 9 Correct 

9: PQ bus ? QVh bus 13: PV
bus ? P bus 

13 ? 12 ? 16 ? 17 ? 10 

5 1: Vh ? V bus 3: PQ bus ? Q bus 4/6 Solvable 1 ? 2 ? 5 ? 7 – Correct 
6: PQ bus ? PQh bus 7: PQ
bus ? PQh bus 

3 ? 4 ? 6

6 1: Vh ? h bus 3: PQ bus ? P bus – Unsolvable – – Correct 
6: PQ bus ? PQV bus 7: PQ
bus ? PQV bus
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(a) Newton-Raphson method 

(b) FDLF method 
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Fig. 5. Convergence curves for the solvable BELF cases in the IEEE 30-bus system.



Table 6
Test results of IEEE 118-bus system for solvability criterion.

Case 
indexes 

Bus type adjustment Iteration 
No.

Solvability by 
criterion 

Effective paths for Criterion 1 (P-sub iteration) Effective paths for Criterion 
2 (Q-sub iteration)

Criterion 
correctness 

1 33: PQ bus ? PQV bus 34:
PV bus ? P bus 

6/6 Solvable 96 ? 94 ? 93 34 ? 37 ? 33 Correct 

93: PQ bus ? PQVh bus 
96 PV bus ? 0 bus 

60 ? 59 96 ? 94 ? 93 

59: PV bus ? PVh bus 60:
PQ bus ? Q bus 

2 2: PQ bus ? Q bus 6: PV
bus ? PVh bus 

6/6 Solvable 2 ? 12 ? 7 ? 6 – Correct 

3 2: PQ bus ? P bus 6: PV
bus ? PQV bus 

– Unsolvable – – Correct 

4 8: PV ? P bus 39: PQ
bus ? PQV bus 

5/9 Solvable 19 ? 20 ? 21 ? 22 ? 23 8 ? 30 ? 38 ? 37 ? 39 Correct 

19: PV bus ? 0 bus 23:
PQ bus ? PQVh bus 

58 ? 51 ? 52 ? 53 19 ? 20 ? 21 ? 22 ? 23 

58: PV bus ? QV bus 53:
PQ bus ? Ph bus 

53 ? 52 ? 51 ? 58 

5 69: Vh ? Ph bus 49: PV
bus ? QV bus 

6/8 Solvable 49 ? 69 69 ? 49 28 ? 29 ? 31 

77: PV bus ? PQV bus 85:
PV bus ? P bus 

85 ? 84 ? 83 ? 82 ? 77

31: PV bus ? QVh bus 28:
PQ bus ? P bus 

28 ? 29 ? 31 Correct 

6 69: Vh ? PQh bus 27: PV
bus ? V bus 

5/6 Solvable 27 ? 32 ? 23 ? 24 ? 70 ? 69 – Correct 

87: PV bus ? PVh bus 
112: PV bus ? V bus 

112 ? 110 ? 103 ? 100 ? 92 ? 89 ? 85 ? 86 ? 87

Iterations

(a) Newton-Raphson method 

Iterations

(b) FDLF method  

lg
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ax
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.)

Fig. 6. Convergence curves for the solvable cases in the IEEE 118-bus system.
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2 3

eB0032 ¼
0 0

0:4030 0:2470

� �
13 
14 

ð16Þ

eB0032 is obviously singular, thus this problem is unsolvabl e. This con- 
clusion can also be verified by the practical load flow calculatio n.

Case 2: buses 6 and 8 are changed to 0-type buses, and buses 13 
and 14 are changed to PQVh buses. As in the previous case, the 
problem will be solvable if there exist two disjoint paths between 
PQVh buses and 0 buses that exclude PV buses and Vh buses. In this 
case, the paths 8 ? 7 ? 9 ? 14 and 6 ? 13 meet this requiremen t,
and hence it can be concluded that this problem is solvable accord- 
ing to the proposed criteria.

In this case, the matrix eB0032 is:

6 8

eB0032 ¼
7:4204 0
0:6311 0:8264

� �
13 
14 

ð17Þ

which is obviously non-sin gular, and this problem is solvable . This 
conclusi on can also be verified via a load flow calculatio n.

More cases and results are listed in Table 4. The second column 
(bus type adjustment ) compares the bus type modifications with 
the original configuration. The iteration numbers of Newton–Raph- 
son solution and fast decoupled solution are given in the column 
‘Iteration No. (NR/FDLF)’, NR means Newton–Raphson solution 
and FDLF means fast decoupled load flow solution. ‘Solvability by 
criteria’ refers to solvability judged by Criteria 1 and 2. The paths 
satisfying Criteria 1 and 2 are listed in the columns labeled ‘Effec- 
tive paths for Criteria 1’ and ‘Effective paths for Criteria 2’, respec- 
tively, starting from type 2 buses and ending at type 3 buses. The 
last column indicates whether or not the solvabilit y conclusions 
drawn from Criteria 1 and 2 are consisten t with practical calcula- 
tions. For the solvable cases, the converge nce curves for Newton–
Raphson solutions are plotted in Fig. 3a and the convergence 
curves for fast decoupled solutions are plotted in Fig. 3b.

As Table 4 shows, the proposed solvability criteria are correct 
for all cases. Furthermore, Fig. 3 implies that the proposed solu- 
tions converge robustly in all solvable cases. In the last case listed 
in Table 4, none of the buses are ordinary bus types, but the itera- 
tion still converges robustly.

5.2. IEEE 30-bus system 

Further tests were conducte d on the IEEE 30-bus system shown 
in Fig. 4, and the test results are listed in Table 5.

For the solvable cases, the convergence curves are plotted in 
Fig. 5.

According to the results in Table 5, the solvability criteria pro- 
posed in this paper are reliable. Fig. 5 indicates that the conver- 
gence is robust for the solvable cases.

5.3. IEEE 118-bus system 

The IEEE 118-bus system is also used to test the convergence 
and the correctness of the solvability criteria. The results are listed 
in Table 6.

For the solvable cases, the convergence curves are plotted in 
Fig. 6.

It can be concluded that the convergence is robust and the solv- 
ability criteria are effective for IEEE 118-bus systems.

6. Conclusion 

Due to the developmen t of new electric equipment and load 
flow control technique, new bus types besides PQ, PV and Vh are
needed to be considered in load flow model. This paper provides 
a systematically study on the bus-type extended load flow prob- 
lem. Considering there are four variables for each bus: P, Q, V, h,
there 16 bus types all together. Newton–Raphson and fast decou- 
pled solution techniques for the BELF are introduced briefly. Solv- 
ability is a new problem raised by the addition of unconventiona l
bus types, which has been discussed in detail. According to the 
load flow calculation characterist ics, simple topology-based solv- 
ability criteria are given. Extensive numerica l tests have been con- 
ducted and the results show that the proposed topology-based 
solvabilit y criteria are reliable and convenie nt. The solution and 
solvabilit y criterion for BELF can be used in many real applicati ons 
such as the load flow modeling for bus voltage control, network 
merging and FACTS devices integration.
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